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Literature

Job Polarization Hypothesis
Rise of relative demand in well-paid skilled jobs and in low paid least skilled jobs,
and decrease of relative demand in the ’middling’ jobs (Goos and Manning, 2003).

What is it missing in the literature?

• Explanations about the differences of polarizational drivers for men and women from
the supply perspective.

• Explanations of why polarization concentrated in high-skilled and low-skilled jobs has
different patterns across gender.

• The differed impact of women and men schooling decisions has not been taken into
account.

Demand Side

International trade According to Heckscher-Ohlin theorem, countries will specialize in
sectors where they are relatively well endowed.
Rich countries: specialization in production requiring high skill workers
Poor countries: specialization in production requiring low skill workers

Technological change has been skill-biased. This refers to a shift in the production
technology that favours skilled (more educated, more experienced) over unskilled
labour by increasing its relative productivity and, therefore, its relative demand
(Violante, 2008).

Supply Side

• This is the focus of attention in this poster.

Research questions

Polarization and gender

• What are the drivers of job polarization from the supply side?

• How does the polarization hypothesis apply for men and women?

• How much of job polarization can be explained by increase of education?

Effects of divergent patterns on
wage distribution of men and women

• How do educational choices impact on wages? Is the fact that men and women
have chosen to learn different occupations (occupation learned) the main driver
of job polarization?

• After controlling for occupation learned, which differences still remain between
female and male wages?

• What are the determinants of mobility in occupational status?
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Source: Swiss Labour Force Survey (SLFS). Year base for ranking occupation is 1993.

Switzerland (1991 −2009)
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High Skilled and Elementary
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Skilled Manual and Non−Manual

Switzerland (1991 −2009)
Wages across occupations over time (Female and Male)

Wage Distribution across percentiles

Percentile Male Female 4%
10th 10.52 10.21 26.66%
25th 10.70 10.45 22.11%
Median 10.91 10.69 19.75%
75th 11.17 10.93 21.34%
90th 11.45 11.17 24.42%

Analysis of Occupational choices

OCCUPATIONAL

CHOICE

Individual Factors Structural factors

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

ど Gender 

ど Race

ど Ability (similar to GPA scores)

ど Vocational test score

FAMILY:

ど Parents’ background

(Years of education, Major – type of 

occupation – sector, Work: private 

or public sector)

ど Number of children in the   

household)

ど Number of siblings currently 

attending or enrolled in school.

ど Presence of father/ mother in the 

household

EXPECTATIONS

ど Estimated probability of success

SCHOOL:

ど Major field of study at current 

college.

ど Private or public school 

ど Size of school

ど If studied with educational loan

ど Type of education in secondary 

school  (Academic, VEC) 

SOCIOECONOMIC 

CHARACTERISTICS:

ど Parents income

ど Expected  earning of college 

students

ど Earnings of graduates

ど Earnings of alternative 

occupations

LOCATION

ど Region

Conclusions

After an introductory analysis of the main tendencies of the Swiss educational and
labour market, the aim of the study is to answer the research questions mentioned
above, doing an international comparison with similar European systems.
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